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rostatic potential in the
translocation of triangulene across membranes†

Xiaofeng Tang, ‡*a Youyun Li,‡b Qianyan Li,a Jinhui Yua and Han Bai*ac

Triangulene and its derivatives show broad application prospects in the fields of biological imaging and

biosensing. However, its interaction with cell membranes is still poorly studied. In this study, classical

molecular dynamics simulations were used to adjust the electrostatic potential of triangulene to observe

its interactions with cell membranes. We found that electrostatic potential not only affects the behavior

as it enters the cell membrane, but also spatial distribution within the cell membrane. The angle

distribution of inside-0 and all-0 triangulene when penetrating the membrane is more extensive than

that of ESP triangulene. However, inside-0 triangulene could cross the midline of the cell membrane and

prefers to stay in the upper leaflet, while all-0 triangulene and ESP triangulene can reach the lower

leaflet. These findings can help us regulate the distribution of nanoparticles in cells, so as to design

functional nanoparticles that conform to the requirements.
1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a spurt of progress in nanotech-
nology, and nanomaterials have shown increasing potential in
biomedical elds such as targeted drug delivery, radio-
sensitization, and bioimaging.1–4 The cell membrane is the rst
barrier for the interaction between biological systems against
nanoparticles, and its interaction with nanoparticles will be the
beginning of a series of subsequent reactions.5–7 Hence, guring
out how nanoparticles interact with the cell membrane is
crucial. It has been demonstrated that surface charge of nano-
particles has the potential to regulate the way they interact with
cell membranes. For example, the periodically distributed
electrostatic potential of C2N nanosheets can prevent it from
damaging the cell membrane.8 Moreover, our recent research
has found that the more polarized electrostatic potential of
graphene quantum dots makes it harder to enter the cell
membrane.9 Besides, because of the highly polar nature of the
head group of phospholipid molecules of cell membranes, it
has been recognized that modulating the electrostatic potential
(EP) of nanomaterials is one of the most effective methods to
regulate the nanoparticle–cell membrane interactions.10,11
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Therefore, it is essential to understand how electrostatic
potential (EP) of nanomaterials plays a role in the translocation
across membranes. This can help us regulate the location of
nanoparticles in the cell and design the required functional
nanoparticles.

Triangulene is one of the most famous triplet-ground-state
benzenoid hydrocarbons with interesting biological
properties.12–14 Yu created a benchmark dataset of 25 magnetic
systems with nonlocal spin densities that can more accurately
predict electronic ground state for triangulene analogues.15

Shen introduced a new intramolecular radical–radical coupling
approach and successfully synthesize two fused triangulene
dimers efficiently.16 Arikawa synthesized a kinetically-stabilized
nitrogen-doped triangulene cation derivative.17 Besides, atomic
force microscopy (AFM) appears as an invaluable experimental
technique, allowing the measurement of the mechanical
strength of biomolecular complexes to provide a quantitative
characterization of their interaction properties from a single
molecule perspective.18 The above research indicates that stable
triangulene may be synthesized in the future, and tools such as
AFM may help us analyze the interaction process between tri-
angulene and cell membrane in experiments.19 Recent research
has found that the uniformly distributed electrostatic potential
allows the system to have a small permanent dipole moment
that blocks the electronic transition in the light excitation such
that the electronic transition can only be carried out between
adjacent carbon atoms.14 According to the calculation of density
functional theory (DFT), the derivatives of triangulene have high
affinity for DNA helix.20–23 Nevertheless, there are different
mechanisms in healthy tissues and tumours. Unlike the non-
toxic buckled form in healthy tissues, in tumours with rela-
tively low pH values, the derivatives can intercalate DNA double
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stranded base pairs in a planar form to disrupt biological
processes, showing their potential anti-cancer properties.13 In
addition, the derivatives of triangulene can be used for specif-
ically labeling cell mitochondria, lysosomes and other organ-
elles with cell structures well preserved, thereby allow for
various applications in the elds of biosensing and imaging due
their excellent photo-physical properties.24,25 However, the
interaction mechanism between the electrostatic potential of
triangulene and cell membrane is unrevealed, which limits its
application in biomedicine.

In this study, we simulated the translocation of triangulene
with different electrostatic potential in the cell membrane.
Since 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) is among
the primary constituents of cellular membranes, it is oen used
to mimic eukaryote cell membrane.26 Classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were employed to illustrate the
binding dynamics of triangulene to the 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) membrane. We constructed
three groups of triangulene with different potentials, one of
which had edges with potential polarity (inside-0), another
group of evenly distributed potentials (ESP), and the third group
with their potentials ignored (all-0).
2. Models and methods
2.1. System setup

As shown in Fig. 1, we constructed three groups of triangulene
with different potentials. The net charge of each triangulene is
0e (shown in the S1†), and the force eld parameters are derived
from previous studies.27,28 The rst group of triangulene atomic
charges are calculated by DFT which is called ESP.29 The second
group of triangulene atomic charges are acquired from ref. 16,
Fig. 1 The initial placement position of the system. (a) Side view (b) top vie
potential of ESP triangulene, inside-0 triangulene and all-0 triangulene,
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the partial charges of hydrogen atoms and the linked carbon
atoms were set to +0.115e and −0.115e, while carbon atoms
away from the edge remained neutral.28 The third group of tri-
angulene atomic charges were assigned neutral charge. The
electrostatic potential of triangulene are calculated by Adaptive
Poisson–Boltzmann Solver (APBS).30–32 The triangulene are
placed on a plane parallel to the x–y plane, about 3 nm from the
center of the POPCmembrane. The side length of triangulene is
0.925 nm. In the MD simulation, 188 POPC lipids were used
with 94 lipids in each layer. The POPC membrane was equili-
brated at 100 ps in NPT ensemble. The solvent added to the
system is the TIP3P-water molecules, and the size of the box is
7.64 nm × 7.64 nm × 10 nm.33 The whole system was lled with
0.15 mol L−1 NaCl (44 Na+ and Cl−) to mimic the physiological
environment (shown in the S2†).

2.2. Simulation parameters

All MD simulations were performed using the GROMACS
package (version 4.6.7) with a time step of 2 fs. The parameters
of the POPC lipid membrane were derived from the
Charmm36 force eld.34 The minimized system by the steepest
descent method accepted a 2 ns NPT ensemble pre-
equilibration. The v-rescale thermostat and semiisotropic
Parrinello–Rahman barostat matained the pressure of the
system at 1 atm and the temperature at 310 K.35,36 The short-
range electrostatic and van der Waals interaction cut off
distance was set to 1.2 nm, and the long-range electrostatic
interaction was treated by the particle-mesh Ewald (PME)
algorithm.37 The SETTLE algorithm was used for the water
model, and all heavy atoms connected to H atoms were con-
strained using the LINCS algorithm.38,39 More details are
available in our previous search.9
w. (c), (d), and (e) Corresponding to surface distribution of electrostatic
respectively.
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2.3. Potential of mean force (PMF) calculation

By analyzing the three different electrostatic potential of the
triangulene through the membrane process, we can calculate the
free energy, thus explaining why the triangulene will nally stay.
To compute the free energy prole along the Z axis we employ an
umbrella sampling method.40 Pulling triangulene from 0 nm
(center of mass of POPC membrane) to 3.4 nm along the Z axis,
with an umbrella sampling window of 0.1 nm. The constraining
force constant was 2000 kJ mol−1 nm−2. Notedly, the constrain-
ing force was only used for umbrella sampling to calculate PMF,
while not imposed on the triangulation during MD simulation.
The PMF curve is obtained by g_wham the tool.41
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Angular distribution of triangulene translocation across
the POPC membrane

The whole system was divided into three regions along the Z
axis, 5 nm to 2 nm was dened as region I (bulk water region),
2 nm to 0 nm was region II (upper leaet), 0 to −2 nm was
region III (lower leaet). Relationship between angular distri-
bution of triangulene and energy barrier was investigated. We
found that ESP triangulene is easier to enter the membrane at
an angle of 90° when permeating the membrane (Fig. 2b).
However, inside-0 triangulene was more extensive when trans-
locating into the membrane. It had the lowest energy barrier
from 45 to 90° for inside-0 triangulene to mitigate from bulk
Fig. 2 (a) Density distribution of POPC membrane, water and phosphat
respectively show the distribution of angle (formed by ESP, inside-0 an
barrier along the Z axis during translocation.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
water to upper leaet (Fig. 2c). The all-0 triangulene was more
effortless to enter the membrane at angles of 70, 90, 110 and
120° (Fig. 2d). As shown in Fig. 2, ESP triangulene and all-0 tri-
angulene can get into the membrane and can ulteriorly cross
the middle of the membrane to the lower leaet, with the lowest
energy barrier at 0.8 nm and −0.8 nm. While, the inside-0 tri-
angulene can only get the upper leaet of the membrane and
preferred to remain in the upper layer region.
3.2. The spatial distribution of triangulene in the system

These three types of triangulene moved irregularly outside the
membrane, whereas their behaviors changed obviously aer
entering the membrane (Fig. 3). The inside-0 triangulene had
been slightly uctuated and kept in region II (upper leaet). ESP
triangulene had been stayed mostly in region II, occasionally
passing through the midline to the region III (lower leaet). All-
0 triangulene moved back and forth along the POPC
membrane's center, and the time between the region II and
region III was roughly equal. The results showed that the elec-
trostatic potential of triangulene would have a signicant effect
on its spatial distribution in the POPC membrane.
3.3. The potential of mean force (PMF) of triangulene
translocating into POPC

To further explain the reasons above spatial distribution occurs,
the mean force potential (PMF) from 5 nm to −2 nm of trian-
gulene was calculated (Fig. 4). The DW1, DW2 and DW3 were
e group, defining the boundary of membrane at 2 nm. (b), (c), and (d)
d all-0 triangulene surfaces and membrane surfaces) and the energy

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 21545–21549 | 21547



Fig. 3 The spatial distribution of triangulene in the POPC membrane. (a) ESP triangulene. (b) Inside-0 triangulene. (c) All-0 triangulene.

Fig. 4 The potential of mean force (PMF) of triangulene translocating
into POPC along the z-axis direction.
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dened as the PMF of ESP triangulene, inside-0 triangulene and
all-0 triangulene in the midline of the membrane minus the
lowest in the region II. The ESP triangulene and all-0 triangu-
lene needed to overcome 4.84 kJ mol−1 (DW1), 4.51 kJ mol−1

(DW3) to reach the lower leaet. Inside-0 triangulene needed to
overcome 7.15 kJ mol−1 (DW2), which explains why the inside-
0 triangulene is only stayed in the upper leaet of the
membrane. However, ESP triangulene and all-0 triangulene can
reach the lower leaet of the membrane. From 5 nm to −2 nm,
the energy at 0.8 nm is the lowest, so triangulene nally stay at
0.8 nm.

4. Conclusion

In this study, the effect of electrostatic potential on the interac-
tion between triangulene and cell membrane were described by
setting three kinds of triangulene models with different electro-
static potential distributions. We can conclude that: (1) the angle
of ESP triangulene penetrated POPC membrane is mainly 90°,
and can cross the midline of the membrane to the opposite side.
The angle distribution of inside-0 triangulene penetrated is more
extensive than that of ESP. The energy barrier is lower when
21548 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 21545–21549
penetrating themembrane from 45° to 90°, whichmakes it easier
to penetrate the membrane, but it is difficult to cross the central
line of the cell membrane. The angle distribution of all-0 trian-
gulene penetrate membrane is more discrete, the energy barrier
is lower at 70°, 90°, 110° and 120°, easy to penetrate into the
membrane, and can also cross the cell membrane midline to
reach the lower leaet of the POPC membrane; (2) through PMF
calculation, it is found that ESP, inside-0 and all-0 triangulene
respectively need to overcome 4.84 kJ mol−1 (DW1), 7.15 kJ mol−1

(DW2) and 4.51 kJ mol−1 (DW3). Therefore, inside-0 triangulene
can hardly reach the lower leaet due to the high energy barrier;
(3) among these three systems, the energy barrier of the trian-
gulene system is the lowest at 0.8 nm or −0.8 nm, that is the
reason they nally stays at there.

Our research suggests the feasibility of regulating the inter-
action between triangulene and cell membrane through elec-
trostatic potential, which would be helpful for further
application of triangulene in biomedicine.
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